A Novel Approach to Detect Duplicate Code Blocks to Reduce Maintenance Effort
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Abstract—It was found in many cases that a code might be a clone for one programmer but not the same for another one. This problem occurs because of inaccurate documentation. According to research, the maintainers are not aware of the original design and thus, face the difficulty of agreeing on the system’s components and their relations or understanding the work of the application. The problem also occurs because of the different team of development and maintenance resulting in more effort and time during maintenance. This paper proposes a novel approach to detect the clones at the programmer side such that if a particular code is a clone then it can be well documented. This approach will provide both the individual duplicate statements as well as the block in which they appear. The approach has been examined on seven open source systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting duplicate code occurrence requires a powerful understanding of the clones. Studies[1,2] connected with clone investigation conveys with its assessments of partner degree question inside one of the supply code, as in an exceedingly net application [3], inside the identification of clone-related bugs [4], partner degree in a product bundle piece [5]. Distinctive studies measure different previews upheld the modification history of the code to see the genealogic nature of clones [6], to watch the consistency of clones being looked after [7], and to spot real refactoring of clones [8].

Alongside this, there are difficulties connected with the understanding of clones at the clone group level and potential monstrous measures of data that may be recovered from clone identification instruments. Also, difficulties were found inside the upkeep of clones in light of the fact that it identifies with the evacuation of their related duplication through the strategy for refactoring.Redundant code is additionally typically deceptively referred to as cloned code within the literature—although that means that one piece of code springs from the other one within the original sense of this word. In step with the Merriam-Webster lexicon, a clone is one that seems to be a replica of a resourceful kind. It's an equivalent word to duplicate. Despite the fact that exploration winds up in repetitive code, not every exceed code could be a clone. There are additional cases inside which two code fragments that aren't any duplicate of each option just happen to be comparative or perhaps indistinguishable all of a sudden. Likewise, there is additionally repetitive code that is semantically proportional. However, it consolidates an absolutely different usage. There is no understanding of the investigation group on the exact thought of repetition and cloned code. The meaning of clones communicates this dubiousness as clones square measure portions of code that square measure comparative in venture with some meaning of likeness. There are various exact studies on the advancement of clones that depict some consideration getting perceptions. Antoniol, et al. propose measurement got from clones over numerous arrivals of a framework to watch and foresee the development of clones [9]. Their study for the data base framework mSQL demonstrated that the forecast of the normal assortment of clones every work is genuinely solid. In an alternate detailed analysis for the UNIX working framework piece, they found that the extent of cloned codes is confined. Exclusively few clones are regularly found crosswise over frameworks; most clones are completely contained inside a subsystem. Inside the framework building design, constituting the equipment plan reflection layer, more up-to-date equipment architectures have a tendency to display marginally higher clone rates. The explanation behind this improvement is that more current modules are normally gotten from existing comparative ones.

Reusing code pieces by reiteration and sticking with or while not minor adjustment may be a typical movement in programming bundle advancement. Therefore, programming bundle frameworks ordinarily contain areas of code that are awfully comparable, alluded to as programming bundle clones. Prior exploration demonstrates that a real part of the code in an extremely commonplace programming framework has been cloned , and in one great case it had been even five hundredth [10]. While such duplicate is generally purposeful and may be useful from multiple points of view [11], it might be unsafe in programming bundle support and development. Case in point, if a bug is located in a code piece, all similar parts should be checked for a comparative bug [12]. Copied pieces might impressively expand the work to be carried out once upgrading or adjusting code [13]. A late study that worked inside the setting of business frameworks demonstrates that conflicting changes to codes are successive and bring about extreme astounding conduct [14]. Numerous other options moreover demonstrate that product bundle frameworks with code clones will be harder to keep up [15,16] and may present refined blunders [12,17]. In this way code clones are thought about one amongst the undesirable "odours" of a PC code [18] and it is wide accepted that cloned code will make programming bundle upkeep and advancement.
impressively a great deal of troublesome. Accordingly, the location, viewing and evacuation of code clones is a crucial subject in programming bundle support and development [19]. Thus, the algorithm proposed in this paper will help the programmer to locate the exact position of the cloned code. Along with the position it will also inform about the percentage of clone within the system. If the percentage is more than that of threshold value then the programmer either documents it correctly or else removes the clone. This reduces the maintenance effort.

II. ALGORITHM TO DETECT THE DUPLICATE CODES

The algorithm proposed is based on the hybrid technique which combines program dependence graphs (PDG), control flow graphs (CFG), and abstract syntax tree (AST) based approach. This approach is better than other approaches [21] since by combining three techniques it will work well at the compiler level and AST will help to construct the nodes of duplicate codes. The algorithm will work as follows.

First, the statements will be inserted in a function named InsertStatements()

Step 1: Generate a key for entering statement into navigable collection (which is the value of the statement)

Step 2: increment the no of statements present in navigable collection

Step 3: if identity is already present, add this value into that key value pair

Step 4: else add a new item into the navigable collection and terminate

After making the pool of all statements, the matrix will be used for setting the values as true in a square matrix of size equal to no. of statements in an item of the navigable collection and the matrix is updated only in the upper half portion, that is, above the upper right principal diagonal only with no operation on lower half of matrix. The working of matrix will be done in putAMarkOnMatrix() function:

Step 1: initialize index1 with starting index of statement1

Step 2: initialize index2 with starting index of statement2

Step 3: if index1 < index2

Set all the cells true or 1 from index1 to index2

Step 4: else

Set all the cells true or 1 from index2 to index1

Now the duplicity of the statements will be checked in StatementGroup.java function. For checking the duplicity, it uses a matrix to store all the different statements in the class

Step 1: if (index1 < index2) then collector.setTrueToCell(index1, index2);

Step 2: else collector.setTrueToCell(index2, index1);

Whenever a duplicate statement is found, the cell in the matrix for showing the result is highlighted, and a mark is put on the code which is duplicated again using the above given code as given in following code:

Step 1: for (int i = 0; i < N - 1; i++) { //N Array size

Statement s1 = statArray.get(i);

Step 2: for (int j = i + 1; j < N; j++) {

Statement s2 = statArray.get(j);

//Match or not

if (s1.equals(s2)) { //insert the result to matrix

putAMarkOnMatrix(collector, s1, s2);

Step 3: Repeat above steps till N

Above code is checking the code for the duplicity. If it is duplicate code, then it puts the mark on the duplicate code using above pseudocode. Now the AST structure will be constructed so that the clones can be identified.

The working of construction of AST will be as follows:

Step 1: Initialize token = new CodeReviewToken(i, s);

Step 2: Make type = astType; //token.getType();

Step 3: if (Configuration.anonymizeType(type)) then return JavaRecogniser_tokenNames[type];

Step 4: return token.getText();

Step 5: if (token != null) then

index = (token).getStartIndex();

Step 6: Initialize tid = this.tokenID();

Step 7: if (tid > -1) then tl.addToken(tid)

Step 8: if (getFirstChild() != null) then

if (!Configuration.anonymizeType(astType)) then ts ++ ((CodeReviewAST)getFirstChild()).toStringList(tl);

Step 9: Display ts as the duplicated code block.

The AST constructed will also be able to identify non-contiguous clones as now if any extra line is inserted or deleted, it will form a block of code.

By using the above-mentioned pseudocode every token will be assigned a unique id so that when converting each text into tokens all of them can be grouped on the basis of their numbers and then each duplicate code can be categorized under single head.

III. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The above proposed algorithm has been developed in Java. The tool has been analysed on seven open source systems namely Apache Ant 1.7.0, Columbia 1.4, EMF 2.4.1, JMeter 2.3.2, JEdit 4.2, JFreeChart 1.0.10, and JRuby 1.4.0. The result will be viewed as given in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the tool will tell the programmer about the number of duplicate blocks and number of statements in each block along with its location. Now the programmer can make the changes in the documentation or in the code as required. This approach will reduce the maintenance effort to a much lower level.

The number of clones found in each system by the help of this tool were compared with the JDeodorant tool[20] as well as with manual detection[20]. The comparison between the proposed approach and JDeodorant is shown in Figure 2. The results clearly show that the proposed tool extracted more number of bad smells. Similarly, the cloned blocks detected by the proposed tool are compared with the manual approach as shown in Figure 3. It clearly shows that the proposed tool is able to find almost same number of cloned blocks as that were actually present in the systems.

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed tool has been developed to reduce the maintenance effort, as it has been proved [5] that a lot of cost and effort is wasted in maintenance due to clones. This tool consists of hybrid techniques of PDG, CGF and AST thereby overcoming the disadvantages of each. The tool has been experimented of seven open source systems. Along with it the results have also been compared with JDeodorant tool as well as with manual extraction. The results clearly show that the tool is able to find more number of clones which actually have
bad smell. Moreover, the tool also provides the location of each duplicate block along with its percentage. Now the programmer can set the threshold value based on the percentage. If he finds that the percentage is higher, then he will either remove the duplicity or will document it correctly so as to reduce maintenance time and cost.

V. FUTURE WORK

The tool has been experimented on just open source systems. In future, the work will be extended to study on licensed systems. Along with this, the work will be extended to convert the duplicated block into functions so that a single change can be reflected in all versions.
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